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Introduction

This paper tests candidates' ability to translate from English into Arabic and to respond 
analytically, in Arabic, to a question on literature or film.

Evidence from marking this session indicates that the paper was effective in differentiating 
between candidates of all abilities and that all questions worked as anticipated. The 
published mark scheme provides extensive guidance on how the paper was marked, as well 
as the range of correct, acceptable and rejected responses for Section A and the indicative 
content for Section B and C. Teachers should note, however, that the mark scheme for 
Section A is not designed in such a way that every possible answer is included. Examiners 
look at each answer on merit to allocate marks. Marking is positive and examiners always 
seek to reward what candidates produce. In Section B and C, examiners use a levels-based 
mark scheme and apply a 'best-fit' approach, first placing the candidates' response in the 
correct box in the mark scheme and then deciding which mark in that box to award.

Section A

This section tests candidates' ability to translate into English. There may be occasions in the 
mark scheme where a misalignment appears between the English and Arabic column. This is 
due to the word order and clause structure variations between the two languages.

One mark is awarded for each correctly translated segment up to a maximum of 20 marks 
and not every accepted or rejected answer is included in the mark scheme.

Examiners will award a mark to a segment where the message is conveyed clearly, correctly 
and unambiguously.

Section B and C

These sections assess candidates' ability to respond critically and analytically to literature and 
film. Teachers are reminded that all candidates must answer at least one question on 
literature and then choose to answer either a film question or a second on literature. The 
indicative content in the mark scheme is designed to be a guide as to what candidates could 
write about in their responses. Examiners assess each response on its own merit; there are a 
full range of marks available in the mark scheme, so candidates are encouraged to approach 
their answers in a way they know best to express. They need to demonstrate knowledge of 
the literature and understanding of the writer or directors purpose and the effect on the 
reader or audience.

Candidates need to avoid story telling and unneccessary, generalised preambles. Since these 
are often not relevant to the task, they need to make valid points, offer evidence and add 
analytical academic comments about the author or director's aims.
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Question 1

For Q01 candidates are required to translate a paragraph from English into Arabic. The 
theme of the passage is nationalism and the 20th century independence movement.

One mark is awarded for each correctly translated segment, up to a maximum of 20 marks. 
Examiners will award one mark to a segment where a message is conveyed clearly, correctly 
and unambiguously, in such a way that a native English speaker with no knowledge of Arabic 
would understand exactly the same message as would a native Arabic language speaker with 
no knowledge of English. Each segment is targeted at a particular grade so some parts are 
more challenging than others. The passage is differentiated to assess across a full range of 
grades.

Parts of the passage that challenged all but the highest scoring candidates were:

he organised and led the resistance movement
he was skilled in the strategies
he knew local geography well.

The reject column in the mark scheme will give teachers some useful areas to work on in 
terms of linguistic structures.
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This is a good example of a response that scores almost full marks. 
The candidate loses 3 marks due to the following:

colonisation
(candidate answered) المجموعات
correct translation is الإستعمار

he was skilled
(candidate answered) موھوبا
correct translation is ماھرا

battles
(candidate answered) الصراعات
correct translation is المعارك

Avoid translating word by word as this will result in a loss to the full 
meaning.
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Question 2 (a)(x)

For Q02a candidates are required to analyse the relationship between Mohsin and Ivanovic, 
the main characters in the novel, and how they impacted each other.
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In this example the candidate is interpreting with frequent 
misunderstanding and confusion. The response is mainly descriptive 
and there is limited focus on the actual question being asked.
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Candidates should be encouraged to work on their handwriting so that 
it is easy for the examiner to read.

Candidates should use complex language to articulate writing with 
regular variation of expression.
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Question 2 (b)(x)

Q02b was the most popular question. It requires candidates to explain how the author 
touches on the matter of the two civilisations, east and west. Many candidates managed to 
tackle the task, sometimes in general but often refering to the characters from their own 
point of view. Teachers should remind candidates to elaborate and analyse when responding 
and not just describe or summarise.
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This candidate does not gain the highest marks for grammatical 
structure and vocabulary nor for accuracy of language but does score 
highly for providing a critical, analytical response. This ensures the 
candidate receives a high mark overall.

This is a good example of a candidate that does not have a perfect 
level of Arabic or knowledge of language structure but scores highly 
due to excellent analytical skills.
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Question 3 (a)(x)

This was another popular choice of question, although the quality of responses varied. The 
question focuses on the main character in the novel so there is a lot to write about. 
Unfortunately, a lot of the responses were mainly descriptive.

This is a good example of a response which evidences good knowlege of Arabic but overall 
fails to score highly due to a lack of analysis.

This candidate scores high for grammatical structure and accuracy of language but fails to 
gain similar marks for critical analysis.
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Having a good level of Arabic does not guarantee the candidate a high 
score. Teachers should guide candidates on academic analysis in 
accordance with the syllabus.

Use quotes and selected evidence from the text to justify responses.
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Question 3 (b)(x)

This is one of the most challenging questions in the paper as it tests candidates' ability to 
respond to how the author uses sarcasm in the novel. Most candidates prefer to respond to 
questions that ask about characters but, despite this, some very good responses to this 
question were seen.
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This candidate manages to stay focused on the task without reverting 
to descriptions of characters or events from the novel. The essay is 
concise and comprehensive, yet effective.
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Teachers should encourage candidates to not focus all their attention 
on the main characters as the questions will vary. Try to introduce a 
range of possible questions that focus on other aspects of the literary 
text.
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Question 4 (a)(x)

This question caused some misunderstanding as some candidates took it to be a general 
question about the impact of meanness in the social relationship. However, the task requires 
candidates to discuss the the impact of meanness in the social relationship in the play and 
not in general. This caused candidates to lose marks as their response was not related to the 
text.
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In this example we see how the candidate writes in general terms 
about the task but does not link it to the play. The candidate manages 
to write a lengthy response but because it is not linked to anything in 
the syllabus, the final mark is very low.

Candidates are encouraged to have a good knowledge of the syllabus.
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Question 4 (b)(x)

Many candidates selected to answer this question because it was about the two main 
characters in the play (the grandmother and grandson) and their relationship.
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Question 5 (a)

For this question candidates are required to write about how the director portrayes how Arab 
society views the widow. Critical analysis is very important for this task however many 
responses veered towards discribing the main character as she was a widow in the film. 
Some description is allowed at times but responses that continued simply to tell the story of 
the widow's life and thus neglected the main aspect of the question failed to gain high marks. 

Question 5 (b)

This question was less popular as it is not about the main character but focuses on the son 
instead. Candidates are encouraged to watch the film with a critical eye and should focus and 
analyse each character, not just the main ones.
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Question 6 (a)

This question is about the main character in the film so candidates enjoyed answering it but 
didn't always show great analysis skills. This is where candidates can gain the most marks 
and so need to focus on this part of their essay. Many essays were very good but with better 
analysis would have been excellent. Candidates need to demonstrate logical arguements that 
are justified with selected evidence from the work.

Question 6 (b)

This question focuses on the technical aspect of cinematography. Candidates who chose this 
task managed some excellent responses with some able to demonstrate a high level of 
critical analysis.
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This response scores a very high mark. The candidate understands the 
task and responds with detailed logical arguments and relevant 
information throughout.

Teachers are encouraged to practise technical questions with their 
candidates so that they become familiar with these types of questions 
and how to respond.
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Question 7 (a)

Many candidates chose this question as it is based on a famous film, Wajda. There are many 
events and issues in the film so candidates have a lot to choose from when writing their 
response. Answers to this question varied between satisfactory and very good. Some 
candidates reverted to descriptive writing, which seemed common in the questions relating 
to films. Others, however, were able to provide convincing interpretations and predominantly 
relevant and focused answers.

Question 7 (b)

A large number of candidates chose to respond to this question which related to the school. 
There was a lot to write about and answers were varied but mostly good.
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Paper Summary

Overall candidates performed well but the following advice is given to help prepare for future 
series:

Read the novels thoroughly so you have an excellent understanding of it. Avoid reading a 
summary of the novel as it will not provide you with enough information. Sometimes 
questions will relate to small details in the novel.
Watch the film with a critical eye not just for entertainment.
Do not only focus on the main characters in the novel/film.
Develop the skill of analysis.
Avoid descriptive writing.
Use quotes from the novel or film to justify points being made.
Give your opinion when necessary.
Avoid writing unnecessarily long essays but instead stick to the numbers of words 
requested.
Do not steer off topic; stay focused on the task.
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Grade boundaries

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-
boundaries.html
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